
As attention turns to groups of retail traders and highly volatile single
stock pump-ups in the US, vaccine developments seem to have taken
a back seat with regard to newspaper headlines, we are closely
watching any vaccine news and are continuing to remain objective in
doing so. We believe that a successful and efficient global vaccine
rollout, along with fiscal and monetary measures in place, will
underpin risk assets for the next 12 months and beyond.
Firstly, we continue to see the European Union's vaccine plan come
under scrutiny this week amid supply delays from producer
AstraZeneca and the subsequent arguments that have arisen as a
result. As of today, Brussels is set to impose new export controls,
which will require permission for firms to ship newly manufactured
vaccines outside of the bloc. 
On a more positive note, American vaccine development firm
Novavax last night stated that its vaccine was more than 89% effective
in its phase-3 human trial in the UK. Doubts remain over Novavax's
South African trial which came in at 49% efficacy. In addition, this new
drug is said to have worked against new strains of the virus as of late,
according to the interim data.
We are likely to get reports from Johnson & Johnson on their phase-3
human trial results over the coming days, along with the EMA's official
decision on the approval of AstraZeneca's now heavily disputed and
delayed drug.
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: The main indices in Europe are roughly a percent lower on Friday morning, VIX
higher to $33.90 as futures in the US sell off. Global stocks are set for their worst weekly
decline in about 3 months as turmoil caused by small traders gathering together on online
forums attempt to pump specific stocks and in turn force overly leveraged hedge funds to
reverse their short positions. These recent losses have likely resulted in hedge funds
dumping other equity holdings so they can raise liquidity, thus weighing on the main equity
indices.
Currencies: FX markets are broadly rangebound this morning after a fairly quiet Thursday.
Fund flows out of equities have provided some support for the safe-haven Dollar, and may
continue to do so into next week.
Safe-havens: Gold roughly 1% higher as silver surges to finish off the week. Silver is up
almost 5% as we write, trading one-month highs as speculation builds that groups of retail
traders will target the commodity along with the silver miners next. Watch this space, volatility
likely to come.
Looking ahead: Following Q4 GDP results from Europe earlier this morning, we will see the
same from Canada this afternoon. The highlights of next week will likely come from the Bank
of England next Thursday and US NFP figures on Friday. Next week we are due to get
earnings results from Amazon, Google, PayPal, Pfizer, Merck, AbbVie, Accenture, ExxonMobil,
Royal Dutch Shell and many more names as earnings season continues.
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Mortgages in Ireland
According to the Banking and Payments Federation of Ireland (BPFI)
the value of mortgage approvals in the country last year exceeded
€10 billion despite the pandemic-related fall in lending back in March
and April. A total of 43,151 mortgages were approved over the 12-
month period. 35,617 mortgages were drawn down in 2020, at a
combined value of €8.36b, indicating the figure's lowest annual result
in 3 years. Looking a bit closer: 12,154 of these new mortgages were
drawn down during Q4, at a combined value of €2.95b.
While last quarter's readings have represented a slight fall in volume
and value when compared with the same quarter in 2019, we did see
a roughly 50% increase in value and volume when Q4 2020 was
compared to the first 3 quarters of the year.
"While the recovery in mortgage activity in recent months has not fully
offset the sharp decline we saw earlier in 2020 due to Covid-19
restrictions, the continued strong performance of approvals suggests
that there is a good pipeline for drawdowns in the first and second
quarter of this year" said Brian Hayes, CEO of the BPFI.
"It remains to be seen however the impact the current lockdown we
are experiencing will have on prospective homebuyers and the
mortgage market as we move beyond that" he added.


